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Dated at Jaipur:- 27-03-2015

To,
Shri N.K.Singh
CGMT, Rajasthan,
JAIPUR–302010
Sub.:- Indifferent and harassing attitude of Rajasthan Circle Administration towards the executives – Reg. sad
demise of Com Ajay Tandon, AGM (CDR), Rajasthan Telecom Circle, Jaipur.
Sir,
Members of AIBSNLEA Rajasthan Circle expressed their serious resentment against the indifferent and
harassing attitude of Rajasthan Circle administration towards the executives wherein Com. Ajay Tandon, AGM
(CDR), Circle Office, Rajasthan Circle, Jaipur has become the victim of this harassing. Due to his frequent
transfers and regular harassment by Senior officers after relieving for immediate joining of posting place, he
was under severe stress since the issue of order and requested Circle administration for cancellation of the
transfer orders but Rajasthan Circle Administration did not listen to him for continues one week and due to
persistent stress of one week he expired in office on 23.03.2015 (Monday) with severe heart attack.
Com. Ajay Tandon, AGM (CDR) was an outstanding executive of BSNL. He always performed excellent
and he had been always posted on valuable posts throughout his service life.
AIBSNLEA’s Rajasthan Circle representatives met your kind self on 25.03.2015 and expressed the
resentment of our members and appealed for deep investigation of the whole issue within a time bound manner
with transparency and a suitable action should be taken against the responsible officers.
In the emergency meeting of Circle Office Bearers and District Secretaries/ Presidents stationed at
Jaipur on 26.03.2015, this was a common opinion that the role of Circle Administration was suspected in the
said case. There was a strong resentment among the members and it was a firmed opinion that the whole issue
must be investigated deeply & transparently within a time bound manner and action on the responsible officers
must be ensured accordingly. This must also be investigated that was the necessity of the transfer of said
officer within small period of his earlier transfer. Why the said executive was pressed by some senior officers for
joining at the new place of posting although as per BSNL Transfer Policy set rules for transfer and posting of
BSNL executives are available.
In view of above, it is requested to issue necessary instructions for investigation of above cited issue
within a time bound & transparent manner and accordingly action will be taken against the officers involved in
this issue. Also, it is requested to honour already available BSNL Executives’ Transfer Policy in true spirit and
no pick and choose order in the name of interest of service or other means will be issued in near future
otherwise AIBSNLEA will be forced to notify hard Organisational action programme against the Circle/SSA
administration.

(M.K. Morodia)
Circle Secretary
Copy to:
1. Sh. Prahlad Rai, GS AIBSNLEA CHQ, New Delhi.
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